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Abstract
This paper presents a possible architecture for a multilingual database of idioms. We discuss the challenges that idioms present to the
creation of such a database and propose a possible encoding that maximises the amount of information that can be stored for different
languages. Such a resource provides important information for linguistic, computational linguistic and psycholinguistic use, and allows
for the comparison of different phenomena in different languages. This can provide the basis for a better understanding of regularities in
idioms across languages.

1. Introduction
This work is concerned with enabling the creation of a

multilingual database of idioms. Idioms are often defined
asa group of words which have a different meaning when
used together from the one it would have if the meaning of
each word were taken individually(Collins, 2000).1 They
comprise expressions likespill the beans, kick the bucket
andpull strings, that are usually employed in everyday lan-
guage to precisely express ideas and concepts that cannot
be compressed into a single word. Even though some id-
ioms are fixed, and do not present internal variation, such
as ad hoc, there is also a large proportion of idioms that
allow different degrees of internal variability, and with a
variable number of elements. For example, the idiomspill
the beansallows internal modification (spill mountains of
beans), passivization (The beans were spilled on the latest
edition of the report), topicalization (The beans, the oppo-
sition spilled), and so on.

As we can see, idioms are a highly heterogeneous kind
of multiword expression, ranging from (semi-)fixed cases
(e.g. kick the bucket) which only allow morphological in-
flection, to more flexible ones (e.g.spill the beans) which
can undergo different types of syntactic variation and mod-
ification (Nunberg et al., 1994). Moreover, for the later
case, the type of syntactic variation that these idioms allow
is highly unpredictable (Riehemann, 2001). Even if these
works focus their discussion on idioms in English, the same
phenomena can also be found in idioms in other languages.

Such variation tends to be a challenge for their success-
ful (computational) linguistic treatment (Sag et al., 2002).
In linguistics, for example, they have been often used as
evidence for or against the properties of grammatical theo-
ries (e.g.must “syntactic theory” include transformational
operations? from Nunberg et al. (1994)). In computa-
tional linguistics, for applications such as machine transla-
tion, appropriate understanding/treatment of idioms is nec-

1However, as Nunberg et al. (1994) remarkattempts to provide
categorical, single-criterion definitions of idioms are always to
some degree misleading and after the fact.

essary for these systems to be able to deal with natural
languages, and avoid the generation of unnatural or non-
sensical sentences in the target language. There are even
cases where a pair of corresponding idioms in two differ-
ent languages may share the same properties (e.g.the other
side of the coinin English and its literal translation in Por-
tugueseo outro lado da moeda, which is also a noun phrase
idiom) But exactly how much variation do these idioms
have? What is the proportion of idioms that are fixed in
a given language? And what proportion have equivalents in
other languages?

Having access to a multilingual database of cases and
being able to analyse them can give us some insight into
the nature of idioms, and into what is required of a proper
treatment of idioms crosslingually. In this work we propose
an encoding that supports the collection of idioms in several
languages, and the mapping of equivalent parts.

2. Idioms across Languages
Idioms are commonly thought of as metaphors that have

became fixed or fossilized over time. While in some cases
the metaphor is transparent and can be easily understood
even by non-native speakers (e.g.kill two birds with one
stoneasachieve two things at the same time), in other cases
the metaphor is opaque and if the idiom is not known by the
hearer, it can lead to misinterpretations (e.g.kick the bucket
asdie).

Some of these metaphors can be found in idioms across
languages, and in some cases, in very similar idioms. For
instance, one idiom that can be found in both English and
Portuguese that shows full lexical, syntactic and semantic
correspondence isin the red, which isno vermelhoin Por-
tuguese, whereno is the contraction ofin + the andver-
melhomeansred, and both idioms are prepositional phrases
(PPs) and have the same meaning. However, there is a large
range of variation to be found in idiom pairs across lan-
guages, and some idioms do not have such a direct map-
ping, and may differ in one or more ways and/or may al-
low different forms of modification/variation. For example,
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some idiom pairs are syntactically and semantically but not
lexically equivalent. One example isin the blackand its
Portuguese counterpartno azul(in the blue), where both are
PP idioms and the only difference is in the choice of colour
(blue instead ofblack), or alternativelybring the curtain
down onand its counterpartbotar um ponto final em(put
the final dot in) that are both verbal constructions. There are
also idioms that are semantically equivalent, but realised
using different constructions across languages. For exam-
ple, in a corner andencurralado(meaningcornered) are
semantically equivalent but realised by different construc-
tions – a PP in English and an adjective in Portuguese). Fi-
nally, some idioms have multiple idiomatic equivalents in a
second language, while others have none, and this informa-
tion is also of importance (see Tanaka and Baldwin (2003)
for a discussion of English and Japanese compound nouns
in the context of a machine translation task).

The challenge is then to define a database design which
is capable of encoding all the variation found in these phe-
nomena as well as the correspondences between them in a
common format. We propose a database design that can be
used for such a task, allowing the maximum amount of in-
formation to be stored about an idiom and its counterparts
in different languages.

3. A Possible Architecture
A typical session starts with the user entering some

identification information, specifying his/her native lan-
guage and then choosing a source language to be mapped to
the target language (by default the user’s native language).
All idioms from the source language are then made avail-
able to the user, who can browse through them, and en-
ter the idiomatic equivalent(s) in the target language. For
each idiom, the user is presented with an explanation of the
meaning of the idiom and an example (both in English).
The user is then asked to provide information about its syn-
tactic variation (e.g.Can the idiom be topicalised?, Does it
allow internal modification?, etc), and about its mapping to
the source language (if it exists). As discussed in Section 2.,
for a particular language pair, there may be considerable
variation in the realisation of equivalent idioms. In order to
capture this variation, we adopt the following procedure:

1. If the idiom in the target language is lexically, syntac-
tically and semantically equivalent to the idiom in the
source language (e.g.in the redandno vermelho), the
user is asked to provide a word-to-word mapping of
the idiom;

2. Otherwise if they are syntactically and semantically
equivalent, but not lexically (e.g.in the blackandno
azul), the user is asked to provide the mapping be-
tween the corresponding words, and for those that are
lexically distinct, a translation to the source language;

3. Otherwise if they are only semantically equivalent, the
user is asked to input each word of the idiom and its
translation to the source language.

For each of these cases, the position of the word in the
idiom is also recorded, to account for variations in word

order. One example isnew bloodin English, where the ad-
jective precedes the noun, and its equivalent in Portuguese
sangue novo(blood new), where the adjective follows the
noun.

If more than one equivalent exists, then the same pro-
cess applies to each of the equivalents. After that, or if there
are no equivalents, the next idiom is displayed and the user
goes through the same process.

4. Test Data

In order to test the design, the database currently con-
tains a sample of 100 high-frequency2 English idioms ex-
tracted randomly from the Collins Cobuild Dictionary of
Idioms (Villavicencio and Copestake, 2002). This is used
as the starting point (source language seed) to collect
translation-equivalent idioms in other languages. Initially,
it is this mapping between English and other languages that
is being tested, but the goal is to extend the database to sup-
port mappings between idioms in any two languages. This
database can be accessed locally and also through a web in-
terface, allowing users in different locations to browse the
database and provide information about idioms in their na-
tive language.

5. Web Interface

The first step in the annotation process is to stipulate
the target language, and optionally select the English id-
iom index number from which to start the annotation. At
the present time, language selection is string-based and not
normalized in any way, to avoid restricting the scope of an-
notation to any closed set of languages. The interface addi-
tionally has a cookie-based facility to identify the annota-
tor for data maintenance purposes and also consistency in
multi-session annotations.

Having chosen the language, the annotator works
through each of the 100 English idioms in turn, supplying
equivalent idiom(s) in the target language. For each target
language idiom, the annotator is asked to give a monolin-
gual judgement on its internal modifiability, and an evalu-
ation of its lexical and syntactic equivalence to the source
language idiom. In Figure 1, we provide a screen shot of
the annotations forno azulas a translation forin the black.

The interface next presents the annotator with an align-
ment window to indicate lexical correspondences between
the two idioms. In the case of target language idioms which
are lexically equivalent to the source language idiom, this
consists of matching up each target language word with its
corresponding source language word(s), and the interface
simply presents the annotator with a list of source language
word indices with which to perform the alignment (see
Figure 2 for the case ofnew bloodandsangue novo); on
submitting the alignment, the system then checks that the
alignment is maximal—i.e. that all words map onto one or
more words in the opposing language—and issues a warn-

2Flagged by the editors of the Collins Cobuild Dictionary of
Idioms as occurring “at least once in every 2 million words of
(their) corpus”.
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Figure 1: Providing a translation and basic idiom properties

Figure 2: Word alignment (1)

ing in the case that any non-connected words are found.3 If
the idioms are not lexically equivalent, on the other hand,
an additional column is supplied for translation glosses of
non-aligned words in the target language idiom (see Fig-
ure 3 for the case ofin the blackandno azul). Note that
it is possible for there to be partial lexical correspondence
(as seen forno with in the), and for this reason, we pro-
vide the word alignment facility as for lexically-equivalent
idioms. We do, however, check for the existence of both
aligned and glossed target language words (indicating non-
lexical equivalence). In the case that these conditions are
not met, a warning message is issued. At present, we do
not attempt to make any further classification of the nature
of mismatch for idioms that are not syntactically equiva-
lent, nor do we attempt to classify the construction type of
syntactically-equivalent idioms.

After annotating each idiom pair, the annotator is given
the option of adding an additional translation for the source
language idiom, or alternatively proceeding to the next id-
iom. Additionally, the annotator can flag a source language
idiom as having no target language equivalent (see Fig-

3Note that it is arguably possible for a lexically-equivalent id-
iom to not strictly align between languages. E.g., the Japanese
translation ofin the blackis kuroji, which is lexically equivalent
to black. It is possible to argue thatin andtheare function words
and that the two idioms are thus lexically equivalent in terms of
their content words.

Figure 3: Word alignment (2)

ure 1).
The web interface is publicly accessible atlingo.

stanford.edu/cgi-bin/annotate/mli.cgi in the
form of a CGI script.

6. Lexical Database
The work reported in the paper relates to a larger project

to develop a lexical database (Copestake et al., 2004). This
lexical database is primarily for use within a grammar de-
velopment environment. It provides a resource for the as-
sociation of stems with grammatical, that is syntactic and
semantic, information. In addition to grammatical informa-
tion entries are associated with bookkeeping information
(such as language and dialect) and other information. For
example by linking to a semantic database containing de-
tailed fully-expanded lexical semantics we can provide an
efficient index for generation, or a data source for purposes.
The existence of such a base lexical component within a
grammar development environment provides a number of
advantages over alternative approaches, including ease of
maintainance, efficiency, and the benefits gained by util-
ising bookkeeping information and data from secondary
sources.

By taking advantage of database functionality we can
link idioms in the database of idioms discussed in the this
paper with idiomatic entries in the lexical database.

As well as basic simplex lexical entries such asbom-
bard the lexical database supports multiword expressions.
These we may divide into two classes: those which allow
for internal variation, and those which do not.

Consider firstly those idioms which allow for inter-
nal variation; for examplespill the beansand variations
thereof. In the lexical database we associate each such id-
iom with a template. This template specifies the necessary
syntactic and semantic components of the idiom. For ex-
amplespill the beansand rock the boatare syntactically
composed of a verb and associated object; in the first case
we require that the verb be (an idiomatic form of) the verb
spill; in the second case, we require (an idiomatic form of)
the verbrock; and so on. We also require that the simplex
lexicon be augmented to include entries for these idiomatic
word forms (these idiomatic simplex forms are generated
by overriding certain grammatical information in the non-
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idiomatic basic simplex entry; e.g. the idiomaticspill dif-
fers only from the non-idiomaticspill in specifying an id-
iomatic semantics). For a discussion of a specific approach
to encoding such idioms within a grammar see (Copestake
et al., 2002).

Those idioms which do not allow for internal variation
(ad hocbeing an example) may trivially be treated in the
same manner as basic simplex entries.

The two classes of idiom outlined above are stored
within distinct tables in the lexical database, each idiom be-
ing indexed by a unique identifier. Using the identifiers of
the idioms in the two data sources, entries in the database
of idioms are linked to the grammatical and other informa-
tion contained in the lexical database, and via the lexical
database to further potentially useful sources of informa-
tion.

7. Discussion
The multilingual idiom database provides important in-

formation for linguistic, computational linguistic and psy-
cholinguistic use, and allows for the comparison of dif-
ferent phenomena in different languages. For instance, it
may be the case that families of languages have very simi-
lar idiom equivalents and the same patterns of modification
within them, and this can provide the basis for a better un-
derstanding of regularities in idioms across languages. Or-
thogonally, the semantic mappings may provide evidence
supporting the claim that languages base idioms on com-
mon metaphors (Neumann, 1999). Moreover, the possi-
bility of analyzing the different degrees of flexibility al-
lowed by different languages for the same idiom is also
valuable (e.g. in analysingidiom avoidancein bilinguals
(Laufer, 2000)), and the presence (or absence) of certain
idioms in different languages may also be of interest (e.g.
for historical studies). Finally, such a database may contain
data from different speakers of the same language, and pro-
vide grounds for investigation of the variation in individu-
als’ intuitions into, e.g. modification effects and semantic
alignment.

8. Conclusion
This paper has outlined the architecture of a multilin-

gual database of idioms. The database is set up to capture
basic monolingual and crosslinguistic properties of idioms
in a uniform fashion, via an English “interlingua” which is
additionally linked to an implemented grammar of English.

Our primary short-term objective is to populate the
database with as many languages as possible and proceed
with a crosslinguistic study of idioms. We also hope to
expand the scope of the annotation process to analyze the
syntactic correspondences between idioms in different lan-
guages.
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